
Re: I Am Ashamed of My Race. How Can I Remedy This?
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High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 wrote:
(2013 01 03 07:15:44)

No, thank you. This is a breath of fresh and clean air. I am fed up of people calling
themselves NS and being the jewish racist  against  others.  I  feel  hurt  when I  see
people from other Races, unknowingly and having fed in the jewish lies about NS,
thinking  they  would  be  killed  or  that  they  are  less  for  not  being  "Blue  eyed  and
blonde"[Lack of knowledge, infestations of the enemy and stupidity leading to all these
sick lies/perversions]~. Or some other sick shit. This version of NS remaining today, is
only a halfling that is infiltrated and lied about from the jew. Unfortunately. Because it
lacks  the  base  which  is  the  structure  and  everything  NS  stands  for:  Satanism.

Adolf Hitler, Heinrich Himmler, Hermann Göring and many other NS and Satanic Souls
and Leaders had established the NS based on Satanism. So NS is Satanism and
Satanism is the Natural Law for Gentiles. NS on its own won't make sense with all
these lies… Unless one holds the key of Satanic meditation, to open their Soul into the
ultimate wisdom of Satanism… Which politically seen is nothing less than NS.

It kills me to hear fools saying shit like Hitler was Racist or that if you wasn't blue eyed
and  blonde  you  was  killed  or  some  shit.  Yea…  Like  Hitler  was  Blue  Eyed  and
Blonde… Give me a break. It’s our duty to give to the world the solid definition, the
completed definition of the NS. We are very lucky individuals to be living in an Age
where we have both knowledge of the NS, but its Satanic roots.

This fills every gap and shows that at last,  we have the complete Truth that many
generations fought for. And its here. Another thing… It’s getting applied. Which shows
for a fucking fact...That we are all living in an Epic time. The reason I am so happy is
that we are really BECOMING the Truth more and more. Which is so fucking great.  

Keep up the good work!

HAIL SATAN!!!!

High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 wrote:
(2013 01 01 20:57:37)

You're Chinese and you feel  ashamed of  your Race? You shouldn't  in  anyway be
ashamed. The fact that you live in Canada doesn't change the fact you're of Chinese
descent. Which is fine and something to be proud of. It’s what the Gods told you, you
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haven't done research in history. And of course the Chinese have been severely under
the repression of the jew. The communist reign has infested the Chinese psyche, to
the point many people behave the way you described, as this is passed down from
parents to children. Of course you know about Mao Zedong who murdered around 50+
million Chinese people. Actions like this deeply inbreed in the psyche of a Race, thus
making them act in different ways. Try to heal your Race and yourself. Have Pride.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
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